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Abstract 

The elevated growth rate of internet users and boom in the applications development, mainly 

e-business, has familiarized users to write their comments and reviews about the product they 

received. These reviews help customers in decision making. In this thesis, we aim to propose a 

recommender system that is primarily based on user comments or reviews. We aim to utilize the 

user-generated data to perform topic discovery and recommendations based on the topics 

discovered.  

We take benefit of the language modeling practices and attempt to join them with neural 

networks (NN) to identify some latent discussion patterns in the feedbacks of users. Our goal is to 

design a probabilistic language modeling based neural network architecture, where RNN’s special 

type Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM) model is used to predict discussion trends or topics. 

Probabilistic topic models utilize word co-occurrences across documents to identify topically 

related words. Due to their complementary nature, these models define different notions of word 

similarity, which, when combined, can produce better topical representations.  We have trained 

our Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) model with word embeddings to improve the topic quality. 

The hybrid of LDA-LSTM takes multiple inputs including words and topic embeddings, the 

temporal details, and probability distributions from LDA. 

To capture the long contextual dependencies and limited vocabulary challenge, LSTM 

model takes both direct word embeddings and temporal topic distributions. Latent topic 

distributions are used to feed LSTM layers that are learnt based on the LDA model which is pre-

trained. This proposed LDA-LSTM model, unlike previous studies, is capable of capturing both 

long range contextual and temporal dependencies. To enhance the recommendations results, we 

used Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) as a baseline algorithm. For PSO, we have suggested an 
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objective function that takes into account the identified topic categories and user preferences. We 

have formulated an equation model to access the credibility or authenticity of a recommendation. 

The proposed hybrid approach is experimented on crowdfunding campaigns and is used for 

reliable project recommendations. We collected data for scam and non-scam crowdfunding 

projects and applied our proposed approach to suggest secure and optimized recommendations to 

investors by using their comments.  

For the proposed approach following metrics are considered for the performance analysis 

and evaluation of the proposed approach: i) prediction accuracy, ii) an optimal number of 

identified topics, and iii) the number of epochs. We compared our results with NN and NN-LDA 

based on these performance metrics. The strengths of both integrated models offer that the 

proposed model can play a significant part in an improved and effective understanding of user-

generated data such as crowdfunding comments. 
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Chapter 1:  Introduction  

With the upsurge of internet applications across the globe, people are familiar with the usage 

and advantages of these applications. One of the primary sources of this knowledge and expertise 

of people in using such applications is due to the availability of Social Network Services (SNS) 

and platforms such as Facebook, or twitter. One of the key contributions of these applications is 

the amount of data generated. This data helps in discovering different patterns and behaviors of 

users. People leave their comments or reviews more often these days about the products they have 

purchased or a place or restaurant they have visited. The user generated data is in such abundance 

that it becomes nearly impossible for a human being to extract the relevant knowledge out of it 

and draw some conclusions about the content.  

Therefore, analysis of text data by using different Natural Language Processing (NLP) tools 

has become very popular. The basic language modeling techniques enable us to analyze the user 

generated data more effectively and in less time. Topic modeling being one of the elementary tasks 

of NLP is performed to discover hidden themes, keywords, and most discussed topics etc. In this 

work, we have used topic modeling for discovery of topics. The potential applications of topic 

modeling are widespread in different fields such as in bioinformatics [1], image or document 

analysis [2], content recommendations [3-6] and measuring service quality [7] etc.  

We aim to use topic modeling approach for user generated data to discover latent topics and 

latest trends in discussions, which is very important for any system. Many service providers are 

using such techniques to improve their content quality according to their customer’s requirements. 

Though, in crowdfunding, a platform to raise funds for a novel concept or idea for some rewards 

or a complete product in return, the comments are frequently overlooked. Therefore, we have used 

crowdfunding for experiments. First, we aim to take advantage of topic modeling approaches to 
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discover different trends and topics by targeting crowdfunding comments. Besides that, the 

comments content can evidently become a significant area in serving crowdfunding sites to fight 

against the major risks of deceitful events.  

Second, we aim to implement a Recommendation System (RS) that uses the discovered 

topics, learns about user’s preferences and then recommend a product to the user. Here, a product 

can be anything such as a book, a tourist place, or a crowdfunding project. As we are using 

crowdfunding for experiments, the product will be a crowdfunding project in our scenario. There 

is no denial in the fact that RSs are extensively used in various fields primarily in e-commerce to 

offer tailored recommendation services for users. RSs are getting advanced and intelligent at a 

very rapid pace. These systems help in overcoming the challenge of information and data overload 

by offering customized suggestions to users based on the data generated by the users in form of 

likes, ratings, reviews etc. The trendiest and commonly used RSs are based on Collaborative 

Filtering (CF) [8]. However, there are also some limitations to CF models such as data sparsity.  

Data sparsity refers to the case when the available data is short, the model performs poorly. The 

issue of data sparsity can be handled by using more data such as reviews, comments, blogs related 

to one specific item. This way, data can be increased and more knowledge can be withdrawn from 

it. Also, the user comments or reviews reflect a lot about a user’s preferences and emotions. 

Our objective is to propose a language modeling-based neural network structural design. 

Here, Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM), a Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) model is used to 

acquire and classify the comments into one of the topics cases learnt by the topic modeling 

mechanism. We are using Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) as a topic modeling approach. LSTM 

then trains the network based on the results of LDA to predict discussion trends such as either 

scam or non-scam. The latent topic probability distributions and word probability distributions 

learnt from the pre-trained LDA model are used as a feed to LSTM layers. After the classification 

and prediction task, we use optimization algorithm to optimize our results that is Particle Swarm 
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Optimization (PSO). This adds an extra layer to the system that estimates the credibility of a 

product before recommending it to the user. The credibility estimation process is also based on 

user preferences. In case of crowdfunding, it helps the investors to find reliable projects to pledge 

in i.e., a project with maximum chances of delivery. We have used different parameters and 

metrics for performance measurements such as prediction accuracy, an optimal number of 

identified topics and the number of epochs.  

Previously proposed approaches are primarily using topic modeling to understand user 

comments or reviews. Another efficient way to understand users’ comments is to integrate the 

topic modeling approach such as LDA with deep learning methods such as CNN or RNNs. Though 

CNN learns word contexts and orders, it fails to detain the long-range semantic dependencies 

because of the small window size. With RNN, we can better understand the comments. As RNN 

takes a sentence as series of words, plus the information related to the previous state, it increases 

its capability to retain the complete sentence structure. Though the performance will improve with 

RNN, it might face some limitations when the sentence becomes too long [9-10].  

Therefore, we propose a hybrid approach based on deep learning and topic modeling to 

extract more global contextual information for deeper understanding of user-generated data. The 

motivation behind this proposed approach is to overcome the limitations of the previously 

proposed mechanisms. Deep learning methods can learn deeper contextual dependencies while 

topic modeling can give word co-occurrence relation to make a supplement for information loss.  

We use LSTM network for the deep learning as it is a special RNN type that shows enhanced 

performance results than vanilla RNN as it overcomes the gradient vanishing and long-term 

dependence problems. We use LDA to perform topic modeling. It results into different clusters of 

words, each representing a theme or topic. Along with other outputs from LDA, the two parts are 

integrated into a single system. The final model is named as a hybrid LDA-LSTM model. 
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Furthermore, as the topic modeling part and deep learning part are joined in our model, the topic 

clustering results will be influenced by the deep learning information.  

The hybrid model is then layered with an optimization module that estimates the credibility 

of an item to be recommended. This module performs optimizations based on objective functions 

provided by Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) algorithm. 

In summary, there are many developed applications for recommendation systems in 

different fields. Our proposed approach is a novel approach to recommend a credible item as far 

as we know. Moreover, none of the works have focused on crowdfunding comments to find 

discussion trends and their impact towards project credibility. Hence, in crowdfunding, this 

approach can be used to recommend safe or secure projects to investors. 

The objective of this study is to overcome the limitations of topic models and deep 

learning and get the most out of both approaches. The main objectives include: 

1) Finding ways to preserve the contextual dependencies as traditional topic models are 

based on bag-of words approach, so there is high probability to miss the contextual 

and temporal dependencies. 

2) Recommendation tools are in use since a long time now, finding credibility of the 

recommended product or location is a potential target of this research. 

A brief summary of the contributions of this thesis can be listed in the following manner: (1) 

we propose a generic and hybrid approach towards secure recommendations of crowdfunding 

projects. A dynamic word embeddings-based procedure that can model user and word embeddings 

in a joint and dynamic manner. It can model these embeddings in the similar contextual space for 

a stream of documents. By this, we are able to measure the semantic similarity in a very effective 

way among users and words. (2) The proposed algorithm can infer both the dynamic embeddings 

for words and for the documents. Our optimization module works based on an objective function. 
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We propose a credibility measurement approach for secure recommendation (4) We validate our 

proposed model and its effectiveness, the optimization algorithm, and our objective function, on 

crowdfunding projects and tourism blogs. We compared our proposed model with baseline 

algorithms as NN-LDA, NN, and SVM-LDA etc. The results prove that our proposed approach is 

significantly better than the other state-of-the-art techniques. 

Research methodology adopted for this study have three main phases as shown in Figure 1 

below. 

 

Figure 1: Reviews based recommendation system development phases. 

 

Phase 1: Study regarding Recommendation Systems, Requirements of the hybrid system 

based on Topic Modeling and Deep Learning  

� Identify challenges 

� Comprehensive study of existing solutions 

� Selection of important system parameters 

� Setting of objectives and performance measures 

Study regarding 
Recommendation Systems, 
Requirements of the hybrid 

system based on Topic 
Modeling and Deep 

Learning 

• Identify challenges

• Comprehensive study 
of existing solutions

• Selection of important 
system parameters

• Setting of objectives 
and performance 
measures

Idea Conceptualization and 
Implementation

• Designing initial 
prototype for 
recommendations 
system

• Data selection

• Algorithms selection

• Performance measures 
selection

Performance Analysis of the 
System

• Selection of data

• Perform system 
evaluation based on 
selected parameters

• Performance and 
comparative analysis
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Phase 2: Idea Conceptualization and Implementation 

� Designing initial prototype for recommendations system 

� Data selection 

� Algorithms selection 

� Performance measures selection 

Phase 3: Performance Analysis of the System 

� Selection of data 

� Perform system evaluation based on selected parameters 

� Performance and comparative analysis 

The rest of the thesis is structured and organized in the following way: Chapter 2 presents a 

brief overview on related studies. We have discussed related works of all the fundamental 

components and algorithms in this chapter and all algorithmic approaches used for the 

experiments. Chapter 3 is related to the proposed system design and conceptualization. Chapter 4 

discusses the simulation results where we have discussed in detail crowdfunding as a potential 

example of our proposed approach. Chapter 6 presents comprehensive experimental analysis. 

Results are categorized into four subsections (a) training results of learning algorithms (b) analysis 

of prediction results (c) analysis of optimization results and (d) analysis of the recommendation 

results. Chapter 6 concludes this thesis along with the future directions. 
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Chapter 2:   Related Work  

In this section, we have presented the literature review of the related works of recommendation 

systems and topics discovery. Topics discovery is one of the key tasks of NLP. As the amount of 

data available increases, it becomes more time consuming and tiring to get the gist out of it in a 

short period of time. Therefore, topic modeling helps in this regard. It is also very useful for an 

effective recommendations system.  

 We have divided the related works into three sub-sections. In section 2.1 we present the 

background study that includes works on topic modeling in section 2.1.1, recommendation 

systems in section 2.1.2 and deep learning and topic modeling-based approaches in section 2.1.3. 

In section 2.2 we present limitations of the existing solutions. This chapter as whole covers all the 

related and existing studies comprehensively primarily related to topic modeling and LDA, deep 

leaning and recommendations, and optimization. For this research work, many papers related to 

topic modeling are investigated.  

2.1 Background Study 

This section discusses the required background knowledge. It is vital for the reader to 

recognize the rest of the thesis. This segment will briefly discuss the algorithms and ideas used for 

the experiments. In section 2.2.1 topic modeling is covered which includes topic modeling with 

LDA and in the proceeding sections topic modeling for the recommendation systems is discussed. 

2.1.1. Topic Modeling 

In this era of internet and digitalization, an enormous amount of textual data is being generated 

at an extremely high rate. The significance of studying and analyzing textual statistics has emerged 
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with the rate at which data science is got fueled with big data. The applications of text data analysis 

are widespread starting from customers reviews analysis to extracting and finding hidden meaning 

of a large dataset. A novel approach is proposed by Blei to recognize the topics which ultimately 

led to sentiments classification, documents classification, and unlocked relatively many 

assessment prospects for textual data [10].  

Topic modelling is a very simple concept which focuses on to identify the themes inside a 

corpus. It basically is a probabilistic method to discover the topics which is very time consuming 

for bare human eye. The concept ‘topic modeling’ is aptly named; it is a technique to automatically 

generate topics from a corpus that offers insight on the latent patterns and themes of the dataset. 

Unlike the regular expression-based methods or rule-based techniques on which some general 

rules are generated to discover the significance of the words in a document, topic modeling is more 

of a probability and statistics-based technique. In order to understand it in a simple manner, let’s 

take an example.  
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Figure 2: An Example of Topic Modeling 

Let’s suppose that we have a large amount of textual data available which covers different 

subjects like politics, entertainment, and education as shown in Figure 2. A topic modeling 

approach will generate clusters of words based on their probabilistic values to be in a specific 

topic.  
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Therefore, after the topic modeling approach being applied to the dataset, following key topics 

will be generated- Topic 1: Hollywood, movies, reviews, drama, singing, acting, actor, films, 

celebrity, news, comedy, theater etc.  Topic 2: Politicians, ministers, party, opposition, protest, 

vote, elections, lobby, delegate, ideology etc.  Topic 3: Computer, science, school, university, 

engineering, college, books, read, score, classes, job, teachers, degree etc.  

This a very basic example of how topic modeling technique extracts unseen semantic 

structures of a data. These structures and themes are identified without going through all the data. 

This characteristic of topic modeling helps in different classification tasks such as sentiment 

classification, document classification. It also helps in predictions and recommendations as it 

discovers hidden patterns. The impacts of topic modeling are not limited to classification and 

prediction problems, it is applicable in different fields of data science and effective in simplifying 

different NLP tasks. This thesis has focused on topic modeling, deep learning as well as their 

applications in recommendation systems.   

Topic models are of key importance for the illustration of discrete data, and are used in 

different research fields such as medical sciences [11], software engineering [12], geography [13], 

and political sciences [14] etc.  

There are many topic modeling techniques, each have its own strengths and limitations. The 

most frequently used approaches include latent semantic analysis (LSA) [15], probabilistic latent 

semantic analysis (PLSA) [16], latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) [17] and correlated topic model 

(CTM) [18].  

The Table 1 below introduces different topic modeling methods along with their properties 

and limitations.  
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Table 1: Topic modeling techniques with properties and limitations 

Topic Modeling 

Method 

Properties Limitations 

 Latent Semantic 

Analysis (LSA) 

– Generates a vector-

based representation 

for texts to make 

semantic content 

– Statistical background 

is not robust 

– If there are any similar 

words, LSA can get 

from the topic 

– Number of topics are 

difficult to be 

determined 

– Loading values and 

their interpretation 

with the meaning of 

probability is difficult. 

Probabilistic Latent 

Semantic Analysis 

(PLSA) 

– All words can be 

generated from a 

single topic. 

– In a given document 

different words can be 

generated from 

multiple topics 

– It handles polysemy 

– It fails to perform 

probabilistic 

modeling at document 

level 

Latent Dirichlet 

Allocation (LDA) 

– Text preprocessing has 

to be done separately 

such as removal of stop 

words 

– It is used as a statistical 

and probabilistic 

model. 

– Number of topics can 

be selected. 

– It is hard to generate 

relationship between 

topics by using LDA 

Correlated Topic Model 

(CTM) 

– It uses logistic normal 

distribution to draw 

relationships among 

topics. 

– Same words are 

allowed to occur in 

different topics at the 

very same time 

– Calculations are huge. 

– Topics can have many 

general words which 

might impact the topic 

quality. 
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LSA is an NLP approach. The primary focus of LSA is to generate different representations 

of texts based on vectors to create semantic content [19-20]. These vector representations are 

created to choose related words by computing the similarity among text data. LSA has many 

applications such as keyword matching, word quality assessment, power collaborative learning, 

guidance in career choices, making optimal teams etc. [21]. Also, it uses singular value 

decomposition (SVD) to reorder the corpus. Other applications of LSA can include reduction of 

dimensions [22], and identification of research trends [23]. 

 PLSA is a technique that has been introduced after LSA method to fix the limitations LSA. 

It was first presented by Jan Puzicha and Thomas Hofmann in year 1999 [24]. This approach can 

automate the process of document indexing and uses a generative model as an advancement to 

LSA in a probabilistic manner.  The primary goal of PSLA is to discover and discriminate between 

various situations in which words are used without using any dictionary. It has many implications 

which mainly includes the differentiation of the words with several meanings and clustering words 

that share similar context [25].  In [26], PSLA is referred as an aspect model which is based on a 

latent variable that is responsible to link each observation with unseen class variables. Besides 

introducing advancements in LSA, PSLA has many other applications which include 

recommender systems and computer vision [27]. Other applications of PSLA include image 

retrieval [28] and automatic question recommendations [29]. 

LDA model was introduced to overcome the limitations of LSA and PSLA in capturing the 

exchangeability of documents words. The amount of data available online in form of web data, 

blogs, news, articles, and literature has introduced multiple challenges to data mining and 

computation tasks. With the increase of such data, the need for the tools to automate the data 

visualization, analysis, and summarization of web documents has increased. LDA being an 

unsupervised approach for topic modeling has recently become very popular mainly for topic 

discovery in large corpus. In [30], LDA is used for text mining that is based on Bayesian topic 
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models. LDA is also a generative and probabilistic model that attempts to imitate the writing task. 

Therefore, it attempts to produce a document if a topic is given. There is a variety of LDA based 

algorithms used in different domains including: author-topic analysis [31], LDA based 

bioinformatics [30], temporal text mining [32], supervised topic models, and latent co-clustering 

etc.  In simple words, the key idea of LDA is, each document is represented as a mixture of topics, 

each topic represents a discrete probability distribution reflecting the likelihood of each word to 

be occurred I a specific topic. Therefore, a document is represented as probability distributions of 

words in each topic. Certainly, LDA has many applications such as role discovery [33], emotion 

topic [34], automatic grading of essays [35], and email filtering [36] etc.  

Correlated Topic Model (CTM) is a statistical model used in machine learning and NLP. It is 

used to identify the topics revealed in a group of documents. CTM depends on LDA and it uses 

logistic normal distribution.   

Biterm Topic Modeling (BTM), is a topic modeling approach over short texts. This topic 

modeling methods is becoming a significant job because of the pervasiveness of the short texts 

available on the internet. With the emergence of social media services and applications, today 

short texts are of great significance. As abundant of short text data is available, it is very critical 

to effectively discover topics out of it. The short texts understanding required by many applications 

becomes critical and important process mainly deducting and discovering discriminative and 

comprehensible latent topics from it. Also, the traditional topic modeling approaches greatly 

depend on the co-occurrences of the words to deduct topics from a corpus. Therefore, in [37] BTM 

is used specifically for this purpose. BTM can effectively detect topics inside the short texts 

through exhibiting patterns of co-occurrences of the words cooccurrences in dataset. It analyzes 

the generated biterms and collects the hidden topics as a set of text-documents and distribution.  
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Figure 3: Dirichlet multinomial modeling for short text 

The results have shown that the BTM creates comprehensible topics in short texts as well as 

discriminative topic depictions. By learning the global topic distributions, BTM prevents the issue 

of data sparsity [38].  Figure 3 provides an overview of a model for short text sampling for topics 

discovery that encourages words that are semantically related under a given topic. In this scenario, 

words that are semantically close are connected together, regardless of their level of co-occurrence 

in the short texts. To control the inference of topics, a filtering module is introduced. In the Figure, 

the model is based on a generalized Polya's urn (GPU) approach which uses Dirichlet Multinomial 

Mixture (DMM). These models are both fast and flexible due to the fact that word embeddings 

can be pre-learned from large text datasets. The proposed GPU-DMM model was experimented 
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on two different languages dataset, and the topic representations learned produce the best accuracy 

for classification of text. 

Topic modeling approaches are applied in various text mining and NLP tasks. In computer 

science topic models are applied on texts such as news, comments, tweets, emails or books etc. 

Topic models include generative probabilistic models for text [39] and statistical language models 

[40]. Some other types include bigram language model [41] and Hierarchical Dirichlet Language 

Model (HDML) [42]. There are some extended versions of these approaches such as HDML 

predictive distribution [43], and LDA [17] etc. Some other relevant studies have also focused on 

problems related to fields such as aspect and opinion mining [44-47], image classification [48-50], 

source code analysis [51-55], emotion classification [56-59], event detection [60-63], and 

recommendation systems [64-68]. 

2.1.1.1 Topics Discovery with LDA 

There are many different approaches for obtaining topics from a set of text data. Topics can 

be generated from Term-Frequency and Inverse-Document frequency (TF-IDF) model, non-

negative matrix factorization etc. However, Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) is the most popular 

technique applied on topic modelling. This approach has never been explored on the Bangla 

language. LDA is basically a probabilistic algorithm that generates topics from a Bag of Words 

model. Before the LDA is discussed, a general overview of Topic and Term is given as follows: 

A topic is a collection of words with different probabilities of occurrence in a document talking 

about that topic. If there are multiple documents, a topic would consist all the words initially from 

that collection. After the model is trained the topics will consist of words that are highly relevant. 

A term is a word in a topic. Each term belongs to a topic. The LDA algorithm generates a topic-

term matrix. LDA is a matrix factorization technique [69]. At first, it generates a document-term 
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matrix. In the matrix, assume that there are two documents d1 and d2 and two words t1 and t2. So, 

the example matrix is as follows: 

In this matrix, the rows represent the documents and the columns represent the terms t1 and 

t2. 0 and 1 shows if the word belongs to the document or not. Then the LDA generates two more 

low level matrices representing document-topic and topic-term matrix which will be discussed in 

detail in chapter 3. Afterwards, a list of all the unique words are made from all the documents. 

The algorithm goes through each word and adjusts the topic-term matrix with a new assignment. 

A new topic “K” is assigned to the word “W” with a probability P [17]. The procedure of 

calculating the probability will be discussed in the related section. The algorithm keeps iterating 

until a situation is reached when the probabilities do not change considerably which means that 

the probabilities will have a very small fractional change with further iterations. At this point the 

algorithm converges and is expected to have the topics extracted. 

In Table2, we provided a classification of topic modeling methods based on LDA, from some 

of the impressive works. 

Table 2: Topic models proposed in different fields 

Year Model Description 

2009 

MedLDA - maximum entropy 

discrimination LDA [70] 

Relational Topic 

Models 

- Predict links between 

documents [71] 

LACT - An LDA based approach that 

categorizes software-based 

solutions automatically. This 

approach is primarily used in 

open source repositories for 
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the categorization of software 

systems [72] 

Labeled LDA - This model is also based on 

LDA where the 

correspondence among latent 

topics and the tags of users is 

one-to-one [73] 

HDP-LDA - Nonparametric Bayesian 

approach to clustering 

grouped data [74] 

LDA-SOM - This approach generates 

clusters of documents that is 

based on the topics. It also 

makes clusters in a subjective 

2D format [75] 

2010 

Topic Aspect 

Model 

- Bayesian mixture model 

which jointly discovers topics 

and aspects [76] 

Geo-Folk - Location based Images [77] 

TWC LDA - Constrains different topics to 

be weak-correlated [78] 

Dependency 

Sentiment LDA 

- This approach makes an 

assumption that the topics 

within a document can form a 
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Markov chain. Secondly, the 

topics of the sentence plus the 

topic of its previous sentence 

can have an impact on the 

sentiments of a given 

sentence [79] 

2011 

Sentence LDA - Topic Model for Sentences 

[80] 

Twitter LDA - Event Identification from 

Twitter Textual Data [81] 

SHDT - Symptom-Herb-Diagnosis 

topic [82] 

LogicLDA - Topic modeling with First-

Order Logic (FOL) domain 

knowledge [83] 

MMLDA - Statistical topic model for the 

task of image and video 

annotation [84] 

Bio-LDA - Extracted biological 

terminology to automatically 

identify latent topics [85] 

2012 

Mr. LDA - Uses variational inference, 

which easily fits into a 

distributed environment [86] 
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LDA-G - Identify the anomalies in 

network traffic [87] 

sshLDA - Obtain hierarchical topics 

[88] 

ET-LDA - This model uses a joint 

statistical modeling of topical 

influences approach that takes 

events and their related tweets  

to align an event and its 

tweets [89] 

2014 

emotionLDA - For recognizing emotion [90] 

Biterm Topic 

Modeling 

- This approach is used for 

short texts that is based on a 

Biterm topic model [37] 

2015 

LightLDA - This approach is introduced 

for problems where big topic 

models or deep NNs have to 

be implemented. It focuses on 

reducing the computation 

complexity and massive 

requirements [91] 

Latent Feature 

LDA 

- This approach is to improve 

the performance of traditional 

topic models by using word 
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representations as a latent 

feature [92] 

MRF-LDA - This approach is a topic 

modeling approach for short 

texts that also uses word 

embeddings [93] 

2016 

Hashtag LDA - This approach is a hashtag-

based approach for 

discovering sub-events in 

Twitter and it uses Mutually-

Generative LDA model. 

2017 

Embedded-LDA - Combing LDA and Word 

Embeddings for topic 

modeling [94] 

iDoctor - This approach is used for 

medical recommendations 

that are personalized and as 

well as professionalized built 

on hybrid matrix factorization 

[95] 
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2.1.2. Recommendations System 

Recommendation System is an intellectual system that makes suggestion about items to users 

that might interest them. Some of the practical example applications of RSs include movie, book, 

tourist spot recommendations, etc. It’s a point of amusement to discover that how "People you 

may know" feature on Facebook or LinkedIn.  

Figure 4: Types of recommendation systems 

This characteristic of RS systems presents people you might have known, who are comparable 

in terms of some common interests, or common friends or may be related to your friends of friends, 

or may share the same location or are probably nearby, might have same skills or talents, and so 

on.  

Figure 4 shows the types of RSs and what techniques they use, therefore any RS usually 

produces a number of recommendations based on one of the techniques mentioned. 
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In a personalized RS, users are suggested items based on their past behaviors and also their 

social networks based interpersonal relationships. It primarily focuses on following perspectives: 

1) To discover whom you can trust referred as Interpersonal impact, 2) Finding users of similar 

interests referred as interest circle derivation, 3) Individual interests of user which discovers what 

sort of items a person has passion for. There are primarily 4 fundamental categories of 

personalized recommendation systems based on the recommendation approach being used as 

shown in Table 3. 

Table 3: Personalized recommendation systems, their properties and limitations 

Personalized 

Recommendation 

systems 

Properties Limitations 

Content-based Filtering 

– It does not require data 

of other users. 

– There are no data 

sparsity issues 

– It does not face cold 

start problem 

– In order to define the 

features of an item, 

content analysis is 

important. 

– Product’s excellence 

cannot be measured. 

Collaborative Filtering 

(CF) 

– A product’s excellence 

can be measured by 

using user’s ratings 

– Cold start problem 

exists for new 

products and different 

users. 

– There is a tradeoff 

between stability and 

plasticity problem  

Knowledge-based 

– User’s preferences are 

taken into account 

– There is constraint 

based and case-based 

models 

– It greatly depends on 

what kind of data 

about the item is used 

into the model. 

– In case of less 

information, it might 

not perform well. 
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Hybrid 

– Any models can be 

combined to find 

personalized business 

solutions. 

– Combines the merits of 

any two approaches to 

overcome challenges if 

faced any. 

– Discovering the way 

to combine methods is 

challenging 

– Its challenging to 

discover that for good 

predictions what 

number of systems 

should be combined 

and how 

 

In [96], user-based CF algorithm is implemented on Hadoop to solve the problem of scalability 

in CF methods. This proposed approach performs better for discovering the interests for similar 

products and also provides personalized recommendations. One disadvantage of this approach is 

that it fails to consider the interests of similar users.  In [97], a personalized travel recommendation 

system is proposed and presents a promising application by using the publicly available photos 

shared by people. In addition to that, customized travel recommendations are proposed by taking 

into account the specific user profiles and considering the attributes such as travel group types 

(e.g., friends, single, couple or family). The biggest advantage of considering community 

contribution as an attribute for effective recommendations. Also, from shared photos lots of other 

attributes can be derived. On the other hand, its computational complexity becomes a disadvantage 

along with the privacy issues raised while processing the photos contributed by the community. 

An item-to-item CF approach is proposed in [98] to extract useful and interesting videos out of 

largescale of videos. This methodology is implemented in a MapReduce framework. It enables 

with better recommendations by using interests of similar users for a specific item. It also does not 

consider the similar interests and it is complex to be implemented. In another study [99], a 

personalized recommendation system is proposed. It is also based on user-based CF algorithm. It 

is implemented on Hadoop to generate more effective and scalable results. For evaluations, author 

has used Jaccard coefficient and Cosine similarity measures. It performed better than the 
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conventional methods. The primary advantages of this approach are its scalability and efficiency. 

There are a couple of is advantages of this approach as the Jaccard coefficient method used is not 

highly accurate, also the user’s reviews are not separated into positive and negatives one.  

A novel clustering method is proposed in [100] that uses latent class regression model as a 

baseline model which considers both the general ratings and textual reviews. In [101], a system 

that considers the location of a user as an attribute of a recommendation system is proposed. This 

proposed system performs better for location-based services and it also minimizes the transmission 

cost. On the other hand, it is not best suited for the large datasets and where location is not of any 

concern to the user. A recommendation method is suggested in [102] which investigates the 

difference between user feedbacks to discover the preferences of a customer. It considers user 

ratings and also focuses on the sparsity issue of the data. In addition to that, online feedbacks of 

restaurant clients were also investigated to generate a RS for restaurants and prove the efficiency 

of the proposed method. In [103], a CF method is being suggested that uses ratings of different 

items and feedbacks on different social networks such as twitter. It generates suggestions for 

different items.  

A bulk of scientific articles are accessible by the researchers. It results in greater difficulty of 

finding papers that are relevant or related to their respective field of study. There are novel ways 

proposed to solve this issue by recently shaped online societies of researchers, i.e., sharing 

citations. In [104], an algorithm is developed that is for online communities and it recommends 

the scientific articles to the users of these communities. The advantages of the state-of-the-art CF 

method and probabilistic topic modeling are combined here. It offers an explainable latent 

configuration for both users and the items. It can also generate recommendations for both present 

and recently published articles. For example, in recommendation system, in [68] proposed a 

hashtag recommendation scheme based LDA model that can discover hidden topics in microblogs. 

The complete conceptual design is also shown in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5: LDA based hashtag recommendation system 

2.1.3 Deep Learning and Topic Modeling 

The terms used to define RNN are, ∑ which indicates inputs, S representing states and δ 

represents the transition function of NN. In RNN, a document is considered as a sequence and an 

LSTM gets trained with previous words to forecast the succeeding word by maximizing p(wt|wt−1|, 

wt−2, ..., w0; model). For updating states in LSTM, the input indicated by ∑ are converted into 

vectors. Activation function such as Softmax is led by a vector of the size of dictionary which 

involves the inclusion of st for the result or output. Problem arises when the dictionary size 

increases enormously. 
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Oh et al. proposed a model for user profiles using deep neural network that was altered from 

DBN to obtain extreme accuracy. Term Frequency (TF), Title (T), Inverted Term Frequency (ITF), 

Cumulated Preference Weight (CP) and First Sentence (FP) are the features for the input layers. 

Values of input features like TF and ITF are greater than 0, Boolean values for T and FP and value 

of CP is between 0 and 1.  The author used 3-layer perceptron calculation, to achieve the user’s 

profile.  A CNN, devised by Krizhevsky et al. is referred as deep CNN [105] that leaned 1000 

semantic concepts for training based on ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge 

(ILSVRC) 2012 dataset [106]. This CNN had a complex structure with 5 convolutional and 3 fully 

connected layers and the results were represented by using feature representation of the sole 

images. Likewise, for the knowledge of visual features Lin et al. utilized deep CNN. Deep CNN 

proposed by [105] is not good for clothing domain. Therefore, fully connected layers have been 

included between 7th and 8th layer to fill the gap between semantics and mid-level features. This 

helps in learning binary functions and representation of clothing images. To find the neighborhood 

relationship of the user profile Cui et al. developed a DBN model. Initialization and tuning are the 

two stages for training DBN that has multilayer RBM. Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) 

process in the DBN model is developed to build the transfer function by forming the maximum 

likelihood law technique that uses Gibbs sampling. The proposed architecture by Lei et al. was 

named as comparative deep learning architecture to obtain the comparative distance between a 

user and two images. One sub-network for user and two sub-networks for positive and negative 

images are used in the CDL model. In [107], author built a CNN model for the classification of 

the music genre. This model comprises of 2 convolutional layers, 1 fully connected layer and 2 

max-pooling layers. Also, there are 10 softmax units with a logistic regression layer to classify the 

music genre.  
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There is another deep RNN (DRNN) method for e-commerce system for recommendations in 

real-time and it builds user’s history. This DRNN is influenced from [108], but has many 

differences. The DRNN tracks the user’s browsing patterns.  

To find the desired result, users often visit many pages. The DRNN model aims to build a 

real-time recommendation to reduce the number of web pages for efficient web search. Sparse 

autoencoder was proposed by Zuo et al. to process tag information.  

2.2 Limitations of Existing Solutions 

Most of the studies in literature are focused on simple embeddings and haven’t considered to 

used words plus topic embeddings for the LSTM training. We have incorporated these embeddings 

to make more contextual aware recommendations. Also, the crowdfunding case study is an 

addition to the research in crowdfunding. As far as our literature survey is concerned, there are no 

such studies that has used similar approaches and targeted crowdfunding to detect suspicious or 

fraudulent activities. 

In Table 4, we have presented different studies done on crowdfunding, and focused on what 

platforms they have used, if they used language analysis or not, if they have performed topic 

modeling using LDA or not, if the hybrid of LDA and LSTM is used or not, if any optimization is 

performed or not, if the study has used crowdfunding comments data or not, and is this study 

detects fraudulent activities or not. Hence, Yes shows the existence of the particular feature and 

No shows the absence of that particular feature.   

 

 

 

Table 4: Comparison of topic modeling and deep learning-based approaches with the proposed approach in 
Crowdfunding 
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[109] Kickstarter Yes No No No No  

[110] 
Tourism 

Crowdfunding 
No No No No No No 

[111] Kickstarter No No No No No No 

[112] Kickstarter Yes No No No No No 

[113] Kickstarter Yes  No No No No 

[114] Kickstarter Yes  No No No No 

[115] Kickstarter Yes  No No No No 

[116] Kickstarter Yes No No No No  

[117] Kickstarter Yes No No No   

[118] Kickstarter No No No No  No 

[119] 
Medical 

Crowdfunding 
No No No No No  

Proposed 
approach 

Kickstarter Yes      
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Chapter 3:  Proposed Model and 
Architecture 

In this chapter, comprehensive description of the proposed hybrid approach is presented. 

A topic modeling scheme combined with deep neural networks is referred as a hybrid approach 

yields topics for semantically similar documents. We propose the topic modeling-based LSTM 

model, which blends LSTM and topic modeling for topics discovery and recommendations. The 

proposed model is able to extract more comprehensive context information and a broader 

understanding of user generated data. The context information is reserved through deep learning 

methods, whereas the information loss is controlled through topic modeling which can support 

word co-occurrence relations.  

In section 3.1, the theoretical framework of our system is presented. In section 3.2 the 

complete hybrid approach is presented which covers input data details, its preprocessing, and 

recommendation module. In section 3.3, the hybrid model structure is presented, in section 3.4, 

the model preliminaries are presented by covering LSTM and LDA details, next section focuses 

on the key modules of the system.  

The model utilizes both non textual and reviews data. For the non-textual part, we crawl 

the static information provided and calculate the statistics. For the textual data part, we use LDA 

to extract topic latent vectors and adopt an LSTM architecture to generate document latent vectors.  

The basic flow of the system is illustrated in the Figure 6. The first step is data collection 

that can be any reviews or comments, any product or project related information and the 

information related to the content creator (either the product or project creator). The next step is 
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to process the raw data. This step comprises of preprocessing of the raw data that prepares the data 

to be used to feed the topic modeling module and deep learning module. It then performs the 

credibility estimation and finally the product is recommended based on the credibility and user 

preferences. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6: Textual and Non-textual Data based Reliable Product Recommendations  

 

3.1 Conceptual Design 

The proposed system is for recommendations that does the language analysis, learns the 

hidden patterns and acquires the user preferences. The proposed system can work for any kind of 

product that has some characteristics along with user ratings, reviews and other static features such 

as published date and number of reviews etc. Figure 7 presents the basic conceptual flow of the 

proposed system.  

Data

• Reviews/Comments

• Product Information

• Product creator 
information

Processing

• Topic Modeling

• Deep Learning

• Credibility Estimation

Output

• Recommended Product

Textual and Non-textual Data based Reliable Product Recommendations  
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Figure 7: Conceptual diagram for hybrid LDA-LSTM mechanism 

 

As shown in the Figure 7, this system is for any user who needs recommendations in any 

particular field. For example, it can be used for a movie recommendation, an Amazon or Gmarket 

product recommendation or for a crowdfunding project recommendation.  Here a user requests for 

a recommendation item, the relevant data required is fetched. This data includes product feature, 

comments or reviews on it and its description. After preprocessing this data is passed to the 
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processing unit where the relevant tasks are performed on the respective input data. In the final 

step, users are recommended with an optimal item based on their preferences.  

Our proposed recommendation system is divided into multiple units or modules i.e. (a) text 

analysis module based on topic modeling (b) deep learning module that classifies and predicts the 

topic class of any given document (c) module of credibility assessment and (d) recommendation 

module.  

The theoretical framework of our suggested system is further expanded into a layered view in 

Figure 8. The system takes data and first it is handed over to the text analysis module that is 

responsible for topic modeling and relevant parameters estimation. The results in form of learnt 

topics and parameters are passed to deep learning module which trains the system on labeled data 

and then the testing on the new or unseen data. For each new document it will predict the topic 

and classify the product into appropriate class. The next module learns all the features of the data 

and assess the importance or impact of each feature on product credibility by the devised formula. 

After this the optimization is performed on all features to get the highly desired features into more 

power. The final recommended item depends upon the credibility and user’s interests.  

As there are multiple modules in our system, we have implemented our system in multiple 

phases. Each phase targets one particular module. At the first stage, we focused on data crawling 

and its preprocessing. In the second phase, we implemented the text analysis module which is the 

baseline algorithm for all other modules. All other modules are dependent on the output of text 

analysis. In this phase, we developed topic modeling approach on the textual data and discovered 

different topics. 
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Figure 8: Layer-view for hybrid LDA-LSTM mechanism 

In the third phase, the core deep learning module was developed. All the preprocessing 

required was performed, data was prepared for training and model parameters were learnt. In this 

phase major classification and prediction tasks were performed. In fourth phase four, we first 
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formulated a function to estimate the credibility of a product. We used all the features and assessed 

their impact on the final results. In the final phase, we used optimization algorithms. 

3.2 Topic Modeling based on LDA 

 Here, the LDA based topic modeling approach is presented. In section 3.2.1 we present 

the data preprocessing task. Data preprocessing is a primary part of any NLP task. In section 3.2.2 

we present the configurations and parameters of LDA used.   

Figure 9: Plate notation of LDA using crowdfunding comments 

3.2.1 Data Preprocessing 

As data preprocessing is a fundamental task of topic modeling. Before applying LDA, we 

cleansed the data. Several steps were applied to get the desired form of the data. Data 

preprocessing is also important because of its impact on the quality and effectiveness of the results. 
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In this section, we present the LDA based topic modeling approach. In section 3.2.1 we present 

the LDA parameters required.  

Therefore, this unit is responsible for multiple functions. First thing that data preprocessing 

unit does is to tokenize the text document such as comments or reviews into words. Once the 

document is tokenized it is passed through cleansing unit. This unit removes all the punctuations, 

single or double quotes, and URLs from the given documents. Next it is passed through stemming 

unit. This unit lower cases all the words and convert each word to its root. (e.g. working is 

converted to work). Third step for this unit is to remove the stop words. Stop words are the words 

which are used in any language for grammatical reasons (e.g. a, an, is etc.). The preprocessing 

step leaves us behind with only useful and meaningful words. After this processing the document 

is ready to be passed to LDA for further processing.  

3.2.2 LDA Parameters and Configurations 

 Here we describe and present the detail of LDA model in terms of its parameters and 

configurations. 
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Figure 10: A detailed architectural view of LDA process in our system 
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 As shown in the Figure 10, we use LDA to find the hidden topics within the text data 

available in form of comments or reviews. One of the key functions of LDA are to set the Dirichlet 

parameters i.e., α and β. Other parameters of LDA are listed in Table 5.  

Table 5: Parameters of LDA 

 

 

Model 

Parameters 

Nature Description 

K Integer (INT) type  Quantity of topics 

V INT type Dictionary/Vocabulary Size 

D INT type Quantity of documents 

N INT type 
Quantity of words in 

document d 

α 
K-dimensional vector 

[+ve real] 

topic k’s prior weight  

β 
V-dimensional vector 

[+ve real] 

Word’s prior weight in topic 

k 

 Float [0-1] Probability value 

z 
N-dimensional vector of 

integers 

Represents the value of topic 

assignments 
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 The number of topics is represented by K, V represents the vocabulary or the dictionary 

size, D denotes total quantity of text documents and N represents total quantity of words per 

document. All these parameters are of integer type.  

 Other parameters include α which effects the topic distributions per document.  If the 

value of α is high, it will result in better or uniform distribution of topics in each document. 

Similarly, β that influences the words distribution per topic. If the value of β is high, it reflects the 

more uniform distribution of words per topic.  

3.3 Deep Learning Methods based on RNN-LSTM 

 We are using a bidirectional LSTM for capturing the context dependencies with respect 

to time. In a bidirectional LSTM when an input is provided then it analyzed in its natural order as 

well as inverse order. This is done to capture maximum dependencies within the data. We are 

using a 128-unit LSTM (bidirectional) for this purpose. The input from preprocessing module is 

passed to an embedding layer which converts input into 64-bit vector representation. This 

representation is then processed by the LSTM layer which is then connected to a dense layer. This 

layer helps to consolidate the LSTM results. This is then connected with the outer layer. The output 

layer gives probability distribution of output category. The details of this neural network are 

summarized in following Table. 6. 

Table 6: Neural Network Configurations 

Layer Type Configuration 

Input Layer Dense ([Word of bag of 

embedding size] + Topic 

Distribution + Topic 

Embeddings) 

Word Embeddings [200 * 

1000] + probability 

distributions [ (1000 * 12) + 

(200 * 12)] 
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Second Layer Bidirectional LSTM Layer  128 units 

Third Layer  Dense  64 unit 

Output Layer Dense 12 (Output Classes) 

3.4 Credibility Estimation 

This section presents detailed explanation of our credibility estimation module. In this 

scenario of crowdfunding projects, our aim is to develop an objective function to search and 

discover the most reliable project to recommend to user.  

Trust being an important and crucial factor in any domain, is equally imperative for online 

social networks and electronic commerce sites to improve customer relationships. There are 

various recommendation systems built on trust building mechanisms referred as trust- aware 

recommender systems. These systems use user’s trust statements and their personal or private data 

provided at their SNS profiles. The inclusion of these trust statements or social factors in any 

recommender system can significantly improve the recommendations quality [120-123]. 

A highly credible recommendation is a product or item that matches the user defined 

interests and categories with maximum probability. Also, with lowest probability of elements that 

can affect the reliability of the product such as communication delays and high price etc.  

For example, in case of crowdfunding project recommendation, a credible or authentic 

recommendation is a project that has highest chances of being delivered on promised time. We 

define and link a documents’ credibility with its estimated authenticity score range. The 
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authenticity of a document is resultant of various factors primarily from latent patterns of 

communication. Such factors involve a creator’s profile and his or her social links. It also involves 

how often creators use their accounts to update or post a comment, that keeps the investors updated 

and involved in the process which increases the transparency of the process. The other factors 

involved include most frequent keywords used, promises related to product delivery or rewards 

delivery, and investors’ sentiments such as how happy or aggressive they appear in the comments 

they post, etc.  

As far as the textual data is concerned in form of comments or reviews, a product can have 

multiple comments falling into different topic classes. Therefore, the proportion of comments in 

each topic category is discovered. All the content is divided into three main categories referred as 

Class A for extremely negative content, Class B for negative content, and Class C for positive 

content. We have put more focus on the content that shows negative emotions. Therefore, we have 

assigned two representative classes Class A and Class B to entertain these negative comments. 

The classification is based on the nature of negative content.  The rest of the comments belong to 

Class C.  

The reason behind this arrangement with more emphasis upon negative comments is the 

underneath cruciality or impact of the negative content on the credibility of a product. Table 7 

summarizes the parameters used for authenticity measures with their definitions and notations. 

Table 7. Definitions of the parameters of authenticity 

No. 

Authenticity 

Parameters 
Description Notations 

 Content based 
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 Hence, by incorporating all the above-mentioned factors, we have formulated an equation 

that helps calculate the authenticity of a given project. In order to calculate the authenticity of a 

1 Class A 
Weightage of comments/reviews in 

extremely undesired category 
Xw 

2 Class B It represents the total percentage of 

the comments in negative category 
ClassB 

3 Class C  

 

%age of comments in positive 

category 
ClassC 

4 Readability score Measure of content clarity Rscore 

 Profile based 

5 

Profile picture It’s a binary feature to check if the 

creator of a project has provided 

his/her profile picture or not 

Yw 

6 

Total number of 

social links 

This feature represents the total 

number of external links to other 

social sites e.g., Facebook of the 

creator are on his crowdfunding 

profile  

linkssocial 

7 

Delay between 

posts 

It denotes the average time difference 

between updates, comments, or 

reviews 

delaypost 
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project, it must first fulfil the eligibility criteria given in Equation 1. Once a project passes the 

eligibility criteria, Equation 2 is used to calculate the authenticity of it. The eligibility criteria is 

based on the content of a project and partially on the profile associated features.  

(1) 

 
Here, Xw and Yw represents the weights of Class A and existence of a profile picture 

respectively. Yw is given comparatively less weightage as compared with Xw because of the level 

of impact asserted by each parameter.  The value of α is set to 0.5.  

From the above equation, we define the ranges for both the parameters. 

                                                     (2) 

Similarly, 

                                       (3) 

Hence from above Equations 2 and 3, we have 

                  (4)

Therefore, based on the above Equation 1 and following the conditions in Equation 4 we 

can list down all the possible scenarios of eligibility in Table 8. 

Table 8. All possible scenarios of project eligibility criteria 

  Explanation Eligibility 

 

(α=0.5) 

0 0 No comment in Class A 

and profile picture exists 

0 (desirable) 
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0 1 No comment in Class A 

and no profile picture 

exists 

-0.5 (can be considered) 

1 0 Comments in Class A 

exists and profile picture 

also exists 

-1(undesirable) 

1 1 Comments in Class A 

exists and profile picture 

does not exist 

-1.5 (undesirable) 

 

The content in Class A is of very undesired nature as one can sense threats, disbelief, and 

frustrations in it. That is why this class has been treated separately to mitigate the probability of 

any unreliable recommendation. For a product or project to be completely reliable, it must not 

contain any of the comments in this category. That is why, we used this to set our eligibility 

criteria. The objective function aims at getting the highest percentage of Class C. It also tries to 

get the highest number of social links of the content creator.  

In case of crowdfunding, the trust and confidence of an investor is dependent on the 

content authenticity and creator’s transparency. Therefore, these factors are very crucial for the 

success of a project. In the above table, the factor delaypost is one primary feature of the project 

representing a creator’s patterns of communication such as, his updates and comments.  

This feature, delaypost can be defined as the average difference or gap between any 

successive updates or comments of the project creator. It displays creator’s participation and 

communication rate towards development of the project. Due to the cruciality of delaypost, the 

authenticity of a project will be harmed if the communication delay increases.  The values of all 
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the features are normalized between 0 to 1. Here, 0 represents the least authentic item and 1 

represents the highly authentic item. In other words, these values depict the trustworthiness of a 

project. Equation 5 below, well describes this relationship i.e., the higher the authenticity is, the 

higher the reliability of a project turns out. 

                             (5) 

As a result, there are five various levels of credibility a project has. These levels are named 

as extremely low credibility, low credibility, normal credibility, high credibility, and extremely 

high credibility. Each credibility level falls into a different degree of authenticity range. The first 

two levels i.e., extremely low and low credible projects have higher chances of getting forged. If 

we put it differently, projects having lower credibility levels has highest probability of suffering 

issues such as non-payments, no communication or lack of communication, non-delivery, and 

delays in posts by creator in form of updates or comments. Therefore, such projects should not be 

recommended for investments to backers.  On the other side, a project having higher level of 

credibility i.e., high or extremely high credibility is undoubtedly a desired project to be 

recommended to backers because it has higher chances of on time delivery and has a balanced  

communication pattern.  

For any recommendation system, the percentage of positive and negative documents is 

very important as it tells the overall attitude of a user towards a specific product. Therefore, we 

will consider the following points carefully: 

1. For example, for a very basic analysis, we can say that for a product to be trustworthy it 

must have maximum positive comments and minimum negative comments. Let’s 

consider, if a product has comparatively a large number of negative reviews, it will be 
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less favorable. Thus, we can say that authenticity is directly proportional to the percentage 

of positive comments. Therefore, 

(6)

In the above Equation 6, Class Ci refers to the percentage of positive comments.  

Similarly,  

(7) 

In the above Equation 7, Class Bi is the percentage of negative comments.  

2. Authenticity strongly gets influenced by the presence of social information such as 

presence of profile picture, the social networks links, etc. Thus, the more a person is 

providing information about himself or herself, the more easily the product earns trust. 

Therefore, 

(8)

In the above Equation 8,  linksSocial is the number of links a person provides for 

his/her external social media networks, such as Facebook, twitter etc. 

 

3. The content clarity also plays an important part towards trust building. It means if the 

document is easy to follow and understand, a user will find more connected and will 

understand the content without any confusion it helps minimize the confusions and the 

surety or confidence level increase. Therefore, 

                                                    (9) 

In Equation 9, Rscore is the readability score of a document. If Rscore is high, the 

document is difficult to follow or to understand. The lower the readability score is the 

higher probability is to understand it quickly. 

4. The communication patterns are the key towards trust building. If a communication is 

consistent and smooth, people will enjoy and will able to put their trust on it. If there is 
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no communication from the product creator to the concerns of the customers or user, it 

will make users frustrated and they will start lacking their interests. The delay should be 

minimum between the posts or response by the creator. 

                                                    (10) 

In Equation 10,  is the average delay between any consecutive posts, 

comments or updates by the product creator. If the delay is larger, authenticity will be 

affected negatively. For higher authenticity, the delay should be minimum. 

5. Hence, we can summarize the above-mentioned factors as: 

                                        (11) 

Also, 

                     (12) 

By combining Equations (11) and (12), Equation (13) is formulated as below, 

     (13) 

 

6. In the next step, we will derive the final equation of credibility estimation by considering 

all the above-mentioned relations and factors. Therefore, if we see the factors such as 

positive and negative comments they are of same type, hence we divide the equation in 

two parts, the similar type of factors based on their priority are assembled together. Hence, 

Equation 14, separates the sentiment-based classes. 

                                           (14) 

This factor is only related to the comments or reviews a product have. That is why 

we have separated it. In order to have higher authenticity, Class Ci has to be larger than 

Class Bi. We have separated other features related to the product or creator into one factor 

as, 
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                                     (15) 

7. Now, at this step, we will combine all the factors in one place that results into Equation 

16 as below, 

8. At the final step, we apply optimizations and formulate our objective functions. We have 

both maximization and minimization functions. The maximization function maximized 

the value of parameters which are most desired. On the other hand, minimization function 

minimizes the value of parameters that are least desired for an optimal and credible 

product. We have used PSO as an optimization algorithm to tune the assigned weights to 

each parameter in a very optimal manner.  

Therefore, we can now formulate the credibility estimation in terms of 

maximization and minimization functions. It results into Equation 17. 

  

           (17) 

For the above equation, we can define the value ranges for each parameter as 

below in Equations 18 to 22.  

             (18)

               (19) 

                    (20) 

                         (21) 

                                          (22) 
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Following Table 9, we can define the maximum and minimum ranges of each parameters.  

Table 9. Value ranges for each credibility parameters 

 

In Figure 11 we have shown the work flow of PSO algorithm. The first and the 

second step in the PSO algorithm is to randomly initialize the particle velocities for the 

generated population and to assign its position. The next step is to calculate the fitness of 

each particle depending on the pre assigned positions and velocities and to obtain the 

objective function considering both maximization and minimization function. After 

No. 

Parameters 

for Credibility 

Maximum Range 

 

Minimum Range 

 

 Content based 

1 ClassB 100 1 

2 ClassC 

 

100 1 

3 Rscore 

 

 

100 1 

 Profile based 

5 

linkssocial 

 

9 0 

6 

delaypost 

 

365 0 
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which, we make a comparison of the current fitness value to each of the particle’s best 

fitness value, i.e., Y(t).  

We update the Y(t) if the current value is better and then compare Y(t) with global 

fitness G(t). So, if G(t) is better than Y(t), Y(t) is updated to G(t) or else it is kept the 

same. In every iteration, the velocity and position for each particle is updated to its best 

fitness value. 
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Figure 11: Flow chart for PSO 
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3.5 Overall Structure of the Proposed System 

We have proposed a hybrid of LDA and LSTM. Here the strengths of both the techniques are 

merged together i.e., LDA is capable of effective interpretations of the data and LSTM is capable 

of keeping track of temporal dependencies in an efficient manner. In this respect, we propose a 

model that takes care of all the strong points of baseline models in a way that LSTM models topic 

sequences represented as p(zt|zt−1, zt−2, ..., z1). These are learnt through LDA. It also models word 

emissions represented as p(wi |zi) by using multinomial-Dirichlet parameter that is similar to LDA. 

The LSTM module takes word embeddings plus topic distributions of the current document along 

with the dynamic embeddings. 

Henceforth, the hybrid model can be summarized in the following Equation 23: 

   

(23) 

Here, p(zd,t|zd,1:t−1; LSTM) represents the probability of generating a topic for next word in 

a document given topics of former words. The probability of topic embedding is represented as 

p(Ut | Ut−1) before normalization. Ut is the probability of a topic embedding at the current time step 

t, and Ut−1 is the probability of topic embedding at former time step t – 1. To model this part of the 

equation, a Gaussian prior is added with zero value of mean and a variance of α 2.0. It sets thresh 

hold for  the dynamic topic embedding vectors to stop them getting too big. So, Equation 24,   

 

The complete architecture and process can be illustrated as in Figure 12.   
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Figure 12: Architecture of proposed hybrid approach 
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3.5.1 Input Data 

The input data is of two types, i.e. textual and non-textual data. The textual data can be a 

comment or a review on any product. This data is represented as a sequence of words. Topic 

modeling is applied on this textual data to extract the prominent topics. The other data referred as 

non-textual data includes user’s preferences; product static features such as location and category; 

and profile features of the product creators such as their profile pictures, number of social links, 

number of posts by them and time delay between their posts. This data is used as input in the 

product recommendation process.  

Figure 13. Input data explanation  

3.5.2 Data Pre-processing 

This unit is responsible for multiple functions. First thing that data preprocessing unit does is 

to tokenize the comments into words. Once comment is tokenized it is passed through cleansing 

unit. This unit removes all the punctuations from the words. Next it is passed through stemming 

unit. This unit lower cases all the words and convert each word to its root. (e.g. working is 

converted to work). Third step for this unit is to filter the comment from stop words. Stop words 

Input Data

Non-textual Data

Product Information

Profile Information

User Preferences

Textual Data
Product 

Reviews/Comments
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are the words which are used in any language for grammatical reasons (e.g. a, an, is etc.). After 

this processing comment is passed to LDA for further working.  

There is a separate pipeline in preprocessing unit which is responsible for preprocessing data 

for LSTM. In this pipeline the comment is first tokenized, then is lower cased and then all 

punctuations are removed. The difference from earlier flow is that here comment is converted into 

vector encoding using Bag-of-words. These vector representations are then used by LSTM to 

further process the data.  

3.5.3 LDA and LSTM based Hybrid Model  

The preprocessed data is passed to the hybrid module which is responsible for primary 

processing of the data. Here, data is first handed over to the topic modeling process where LDA 

is applied on it. The number of topics and Dirichlet parameters are initiated. LDA generates 

clusters of the words that have highest similarity. Then we label those clusters into meaningful 

topics. Therefore, after LDA we have topic distributions representing the probability of a topic in 

a document and word distributions representing probability of a word in a topic. These probability 

distributions are then prepared as an LSTM input. For LSTM, the word embeddings and topic 

embeddings are also generated. These embeddings against each new input review/comment are 

trained in LSTM network. The topic classes are distributed in three basic classes of sentiments 

i.e., positive sentiments, negative sentiments and neutral. Therefore, the percentage of each topic 

class is calculated and assigned a sentiment class accordingly.    

3.5.4 Recommendations Module 

The primary highlight of this module is that it recommends products based on their credibility. 

It means this module is responsible for the estimation of a product’s authenticity or 

trustworthiness. It also optimizes the results by incorporating the non-textual features as well.  
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The authenticity of the product is based on multiple factors such as the product creator’s 

profile, his/her communication patterns and discussion trends of the users. We tried to find the 

optimal relationship of all these factors with product authenticity. We measured the impact of each 

factor on product’s credibility by analyzing and comparing with the previous studies.   Based on 

the relationship of these factors with authenticity, we have formulated an equation, which 

calculates the authenticity of a product. Then these authenticity scores are divided into different 

credibility levels. A product with highest credibility within a user preferred category, will be 

recommended. 

This model has following contributions: 

1. The LSTM module takes word embeddings plus topic distributions of the current 

document along with the dynamic embeddings. 

2. For each candidate item, authenticity/credibility is measured based on our implemented 

optimization algorithm by using Equation 25. 

(25) 

3. The use of dynamic and static topic embeddings enables us to save both temporal and 

contextual dependencies.  

4. It posses the power to accurately predict the future trends in discussions. 

3.6 Structural Details of the Hybrid Model 

 Here, we will discuss the complete structure of the hybrid model. The proposed model 

uses LSTM for modeling the sequences of topics given as p(zt|zt−1, zt−2, ..., z1). The sequences of the 

words are modeled by using LDA given as p(wi |zi). And additionally, we feed our LSTM network 

with p(Ut | Ut−1), to keep track of dynamic nature of topic assignment to a specific word.  
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Table 10 presents the generative algorithm for the model where we use topics K, V as 

dictionary size, D as collection of the documents and N as number of words in each document.  

Table 10. Algorithm for our proposed hybrid model 

Algorithm 

Start 

1. for k = 1�K (for topics) 

      select a topic φk  Dirichlet (β) 

 
2. for d = 1�D (for documents) 

a) s0 = 0, Initialize the LSTM 

b) for each position x in the document  

i. Choose a topic zd,x  Multinomial distribution (Θ )  

ii. Choose a word w  Multinomial distribution (Φzd,x )  

c) for words at t = 1�N  

              update LSTM as st = LSTM (zd,t−1, previous state) 

LSTM update as st1 = LSTM  

                Calculate the value of θ = softmaxK (W + b)  

                Select a topic (zd,t )from θ  

                Select word (wd,t ) from φzd,t    
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Chapter 4: Crowdfunding Project 
Recommendations: An Example 
Application 

The tremendous increase in the data availability over the past few years has resulted in the 

emergence of different techniques and tools which help us understand and analyze the available 

online data in the best way possible. Data is everywhere, in different forms e.g., text, audio, video 

etc. Primarily, almost every other site gives its customers a right to leave their comments or 

reviews on their products so that they can reevaluate and improvise their experiences.  

There are numerous factors that led us chose crowdfunding as an example system, application 

or tool for our proposed system. 

Crowdfunding sites are gaining popularity at an accelerated rate since past few decades. 

Analysis of user’s data on crowdfunding sites can be helpful in many ways. It can help improve 

the overall experience of the users and can help them take decisions.  

In short, we can say that crowdfunding appeared as a novel or advanced procedure that 

magnificently attracts significant crowd to invest in new ideas and projects. It also seems to face 

the disputes and difficulties when it comes to ensure the accountability check, regulations of the 

laws, ethics supervision, and right handling of the funds. The concept of crowdfunding where 

brings authority and empowers everyone to take a part in, it raises few concerns at the very same 

time.  
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Figure 14. Financial loss due to cyber scams in 2018 according to Internet Crime Report 

 
Figure 15. The cyber scams victims in 2018 according to the Internet Crime Report. 

There are multiple ways through which fraudsters can raise money illegally. As shown in the 

Figure 14 and 15, the most common and widely used methods that helped fraudsters to earn huge 
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amounts include personal data breach, confidence fraud, investments and non-payments or non-

delivery.  

Therefore, timely identification of such cases where any sort of trust is being harmed is 

absolutely necessary. There is a dire need of a system for the investors that can recommend them 

projects that are safe to be invested in.  

Figure 16. An example of a scam campaign on Kickstarter 
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Figure 16, is a screenshot of a Kickstarter campaign’s home page. It is showing the 

primary sections of a campaign, status of its funding i.e., suspended in here in the example case. 

It also has the title of the project, the amount it has raised and the number of backers, etc.  

 

Figure 17. Comments on a Kickstarter Campaign 

Figure 17 is the screenshot of a project’s comments from Kickstarter. We collected comments 

for both scam and non-scam categories of projects to have a good representation of the ground 

truth data.  
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Figure 18. Data collection and selection process 
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4.1 Experimental Data 

 As mentioned earlier, we targeted comments section of each campaign and collected the 

comments. All the comments are stored in chronological order.  

Figure 19. Chronological order view for stored comments 

As shown in the Figure 19, the very first comment is Comment 1 and so on. This way we are 

able to analyze the changing patterns of the discussion trends over time. The total number of 

comments recorded are 6,45,251. The maximum length considered for each comment is 200 

words. After some filtering process on the comments, 5,04,184 comments are left. In total we have 

600 kickstarter campaigns that include both the potentially scam and non-scam cases. Each project 

has 841 comments on average. Table 11 presents the summary of training and test data used for 

the experiments.  

The 70% of this data was used for training and for testing 30% data was used. 
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Table 11. Details of the implementation and experimental environment 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

4.2 Model (LSTM-LDA) Training  

In this section we prepare the hybrid model for training. First LDA is applied on the collected 

comments after the preprocessing. We have comments prepared as bag of words that are passed 

to LDA for topics discovery. LDA clusters the words based on the similarity and relatedness. LDA 

generates words probability distributions and topics probability distributions.  

These distributions are then converted to words and topic embeddings respectively for LSTM 

training. Our model uses both the words and topic embeddings unlike the previous approaches. 

The topic embeddings generated are used at per time stamp that makes the model more efficient. 

It learns the changes happening in the discussion trends which make it more effective to predict 

the next topic appropriately.  

Data Characteristics Specifications 

Total number of projects 600 

Total number of comments (before filtering) 6,45,251 

Total number of comments (after filtering) 5,04,184 

Comments per project (Average) 841 

Training data 70% 

Test data 30% 
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Figure 20. Unrolling view for RNN’s basic cell 

Each cell of LSTM takes a comment word by word along with the generated distributions and 

embeddings. Each cell results into one topic class and at end we have the final topic class of the 

comment. All the comments are processed this way for each project.  

After all the comments are passed through LDA, the average of topic classes is taken and 

based on the inclination of the comments towards negative or positive topics classes, the project 

is classified into potentially scam or non-scam category.  
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We achieve a comprehensive evaluation of our joint model by comparing it with traditional 

or deep-topic modeling approaches. We performed the experiment on the comments collected 

from Kickstarter. The training corpus is used to extracted the latent topics in the comments data. 

This classifies the comments into different clusters and each cluster represents one particular 

theme or topic.  

Figure 21. Configuration Diagram for LDA 

Table 12: LSTM model configurations 

Parameters Characteristics 

Basic data input 

type 
Project Comments 
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Table 13 presents the detailed explanation of our LSTM model. The parameters and their types 

or values are presented. We have used LSTM as an RNN. The input layer takes comments along 

with the word and topic distributions which are converted to embeddings in the next layer. This 

layer contains 214,000 neurons responsible to process the input. The next layer contains 12 

neurons, which are responsible for the topic categories. We have tested or model on different 

learning rates. 

Table 13: LSTM model configurations 

Data format 
Project Description, Project Comments, Social Media 

Links, Profile Picture 

Logs start date 2009 

Logs end date 2018 

Total records 600 Projects 

Records span 9 Years 

 Level of 

aggregation 
Days 

Training data 70 % 

Testing data 30 % 

Parameters Characteristics 

RNN Type LSTM 
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After careful analysis of all the clusters, we performed post processing and removed 

duplicated or meaningless clusters. The remaining topics are then labeled as Topic0, Topic1, 

Topic2, Topic3, Topic4, Topic5, Topic6, Topic7, Topic8, Topic9, Topic10, and Topic11. These are 

total 12 topic classes where each class represents one type of discussion in the comments. LSTM 

uses comments and their labeled topic class for training. Table 14 presents the discovered topics 

along their detailed explanation.  

Table 14. Identified topics classes after LDA analysis 

Topics Data Explanation 

Topic0 
Waiting for rewards 

Fulfil, rewards, waiting 

Topic1 
Asking for refunds 

Fulfil, refunds, money, creator, 

project 

Topic2 Waiting for an update/reward Waiting, money, refund, 

update, doesn't, received 

Input Layer Comment + Word Distribution + Topic Distribution 

First Layer 
1 * [ (200 * 1000) + (1000 * 12)  + (200 * 12)   ] = 

214,000 Neurons 

Output Layer 12 Neurons (12 Categories) 

Hidden Layers 1 (Bidirectional LSTM) + 2 Dense 

Learning Rate 0.1, 0.01, 0.001 ,0.005 ,0.0001, 0.00001 
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Topic3 Reporting or taking legit 

actions against it 

Attorney, Kickstarter, project, 

report, actions, response, state, 

legal 

 

Topic4 Product never received Never, still, product, received, 

mine 

Topic5 - Showing anger or 

disappointment 

Fraudster, what, why, legally 

Topic6 - No 

communication/confused 

Still, no, what 

Topic7 - Product shipment Product, shipped, wedge, idea 

Topic8 - Product description Brewer, cup, drink, work, lid, 

router, device 

Topic9 - Product's working 

status 

Apps, device, great, support, 

ads 

Topic10 - Product received Cards, today, mine, received, 

loved 

Topic11 - Showing excitement Pledge, received, mine, cards, 

deck, decks, loving, loved, 

great 
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As shown in the Figure 22, we categorized the topic classes into three primary classes of the 

sentiments i.e., positive, negative, and neutral comments. This helped us to simplify the results 

and also in the credibility estimation process. Here, Topic0 is referred as Topic_0, Topic1 is 

referred as Topic_1, Topic2 is referred as Topic_2, Topic3 is referred as Topic_3, Topic4 is referred 

as Topic_4, Topic5 is referred as Topic_5, Topic6 is referred as Topic_6, Topic7 is referred as 

Topic_7, Topic8 is referred as Topic_8, Topic9 is referred as Topic_9, Topic10 is referred as 

Topic_10, and Topic11 is referred as Topic_11. 

 

Figure 22. Topic classes categorization 
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The comments falling into Topic_0 to Topic_6 were categorized into negative class of 

emotions as all these comments reflect negative and aggressive emotions of the investors. Topic_7 

to Topic_11, cover the comments reflecting positive and neutral emotions of the investors. The 

first 7 topic classes in the above Figure 22, reflect not so happy attitude of the investors, they are 

either in a waiting state or have already being disappointed in the progress of the project. 

Therefore, these classes are very critical in case of assessing the credibility of a project. More 

comments into these classes means, the project is losing the trust factor. In short, the first 7 topic 

classes i.e., Topic0 till Topic6 are taken as relatively unreliable or doubtful, while the projects in 

the other categories i.e., Topic7 till Topic11 are taken as relatively more reliable and trustworthy. 

 

Figure 23. Negative topic classes categorization 

Figure 23 shows the further classification of the negative comments related topic classes. As 

the negative comments in this category are not all at the same severity level. Some comments are 

extremely negative which cannot be accepted if someone is looking for a reliable project. For 
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example, the comments where people are already talking about the legal actions they have taken 

against the project, are very important as the projects with such comments should not be 

considered. That is why we have further classified these comments into extremely negative and 

moderately negative comments. 

Our system is composed of multiple parts and each component serves a specific purpose. 

There is a separate pipeline in preprocessing unit which is responsible for preprocessing data for 

LSTM. In this pipeline the comment is first tokenized, then is lower cased and then all 

punctuations are removed. The difference from earlier flow is that here comment is converted into 

vector encoding using Bag-of-words. These vector representations are then used by LSTM to 

further process the data.  

4.3 Project Integration 

In context of complete project categorization, the new comment is now processed. Now we 

collectively process all the comment on the project till now. Each comment now has an attached 

topic with it. We have already categorized the topics into positive, negative, and Neutral. Now we 

total and calculate probabilities for each class from the project comments.  

4.4 Objective Function Formalization for the Optimal Project 

Recommendations  

In this scenario, an objective function aims to search and select a project that is close to user 

preferred choices and maximum authenticity. An optimal project would be a project that has high 

credibility or extremely high credibility. There are different credibility levels for a project as 

shown in Table 15. Therefore, we have to design an objective function in a manner to fulfil the 

following criteria:  
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� It must maximize the credibility levels with highest authenticity scores. For 

example, it must maximize the weights associated with positive topic 

classes i.e., Topic7, Topic9, Topic10, and Topic11 

� It must maximize the preferences of the users. 

� It must minimize the credibility levels with lowest authenticity scores. For 

example, it must minimize the weights associated with negative topic classes 

i.e., Topic0, Topic1, Topic2, Topic3, Topic4, Topic5, and Topic6. 

Hence, we can formulate the above requirements as following: 

                                  

(26) 

 (27) 

 Here, in Equation 26, α1 is the weight given to the class Topic7, i.e., product shipment. β1 

is the weight associated with class Topic9, i.e., product working status. δ1 is the weight given to 

the class Topic10, i.e., product received. ϒ1 is the weight given to the class Topic11, i.e., showing 

excitement and ω1 is the weight assigned to the user’s preferences. Similarly, in Equation 27, Φ 

is the weight given to the class Topic0 i.e., waiting for rewards. Φ1 is the weight given to the class 

Topic1 i.e., asking for refunds. Φ2 is the weight given to the class Topic2 i.e., waiting for an update 

or reward. Φ3 is the weight given to the class Topic3 i.e., reporting or taking legit actions. Φ4 is 

the weight given to the class Topic4 i.e., product never received. Φ5 is the weight given to the 

class Topic5 i.e., showing anger or disappointment. And Φ6 is the weight given to the class Topic6 

i.e., no communication or confused.  
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 The objective function of PSO aims to reduce the weights of topic classes of Topic0, 

Topic1, Topic2, Topic3, Topic4, Topic5, and Topic6. It also maximizes the weights of classes 

Topic7, Topic9, Topic10, and Topic11 with user preferences. Therefore, we can summarize our 

objective function in Equation 28 below: 

      

        

Table 15. Classification of project’s credibility 

Project Credibility Examples 
 Topic Classes as 

representative class 

Extremely Low 

A project can fall in this 

category in the following 

circumstances: 

- If the investors are 

ready to file a lawsuit 

against the platform or the 

content creator. 

- If more than a year has 

passed and people has still 

got nothing  

- If the emotions of anger 

and frustrations are getting 

peak towards the creator of 

the project. 

Topic_3, Topic_4, Topic_5 
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Low 

A project can fall in this 

category in the following 

circumstances: 

- If the rewards promised 

by the creator are still 

awaiting 

- None of the investors 

has received the refunds 

they claimed for.  

- If there is a 

communication lack from 

the creator side showing 

that no content such as an 

update or comment is 

published after successfully 

raising the funds. 

Topic_0, Topic_1, Topic_2, 

Topic_6 

Normal 

A project can fall in this 

category in the following 

circumstances: 

- If there are no harsh or 

hard emotions for the 

project or its creator by the 

investors 

Topic_8 
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- If people are waiting for 

the product patiently and 

with positive or neutral 

emotions.  

- If some investors have 

already received something 

such as a refund or a reward. 

High 

A project can fall in this 

category in the following 

circumstances: 

- If the investors are 

showing contentment and 

happy emotions for the 

product. 

- If the hopes of the 

investors are very high. 

- Investors are receiving 

updates at a continuous rate. 

Topic_7, Topic_11 

Extremely High 

A project can fall in this 

category in the following 

circumstances: 

- If the investors have 

received the product. 

Topic_9, Topic_10 
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- If the investors are 

talking about the working 

conditions of the product or 

describing its features. 

    

4.4.1 Optimization  

We have used PSO algorithm for optimization purpose. PSO is a population-based 

optimization algorithm. Due to the process of continuous optimization to find the best solution, 

PSO has become very popular. It comprises of basics features such as the number of particles, and 

respective velocities of each particle. Each particle upholds two values as particle position and the 

velocity calculated as given in Equation 9 and 10: 

 

 

Table 16 presents the PSO parameters description. 

Table 16. Parameters of PSO equation  

Equation’s Components Description 

 (t) Velocity of a Particles at time t 

 (t) Position of a Particle at time t 

 (t) 
Individual or local best solution of a 

Particle at time t 
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 (t) 
The global best solution of a Particle at 

time t 

W 
Coefficient of inertia  

 Range -> [0.8-1.2] 

 

 

Cognitive coefficient  

Social coefficient 

  

 
Random variables 

4.5 Experimental Setup 

In this section, we present the details of the experimental setup. The processes of selecting the 

resources, preparing data, running the implemented model, training and testing are explained here. 

This section also covers the analysis of the results of our hybrid approach for predicting topic class 

of a comment or review. A recommendation mechanism is built upon these predictions that is also 

capable of optimizations. It accommodates the preferences of users and can recommend projects 

with maximum credibility levels to them accordingly.  

The proceeding subsections shed light on the training and testing phases and elaborate on the 

data used in each phase. This section concludes with a running example scenario on a sample data 

of few comments. 

Following Table 17 presents the system specifications. 

Table 17. Experimental Setup 

System Details Characteristics 

OS (Operating System) Ubuntu 18.04.1 LTS 
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4.5.1 Training 

 In the training cycle we consider the complete dataset and consider the only projects which 

have at least 10 comments. We have 300 total comments and out of these 300 we use seventy 

percent (210) for training. From each project following details are extracted. 

1) Social Media Links 

2) Profile Picture 

3) Project Description (Language) 

4) Current comments 

We use a pretrained LDA (trained on bag of words vocabulary already) in this scenario to 

generate the word and topic probability distributions. These along with the comment which is 

already preprocessed is used as input for LSTM. The LSTM predicts the categories and we use 

the ‘sparse cross entropy loss’ of comment category to train the LSTM over the training data. The 

output of LSTM is then utilized to generate the probability distribution of positive, negative, and 

neutral comments. This output is then utilized in the authenticity equation to generate the project 

System Memory 32Gb 

Primary Programming Language Python 

GPU Nvidia GForce 1080 

Python Version 3.6.1 

API 
Tensorflow  

API Version 1.13 
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recommendation. This process is iterated for multiple hundred epochs till we reached 90 % 

accuracy on comment classification. 

4.5.2 Testing  

 In the testing phase the same process is followed as training. Any new comment is passed 

through the preprocessing unit and then its topic and word probability distributions are generated. 

These topic and word distributions are then fed to the LSTM along with the preprocessed comment 

into the LSTM. The LSTM in captures the temporal dependencies and predicts the topic 

distribution for that comment. The only difference is that this prediction is treated as ground truth 

and then passed at project level where its stored along with other comments of this project. The 

latest comment along with the previous comments are then used to generate positive, negative and 

neutral probabilities. These probabilities are then utilized by authentication module to produce the 

complete recommendation of the project. 
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4.6 Example Scenario 

 In this section, we present an example to simplify the process. We have taken three 

random comments and performed the complete process for better understanding. At the first step 

comments are passed as it is to the hybrid model as shown in Figure 24. The modules in color 

show where we are focusing currently or in other words are the active modules or tasks.  

Figure 24. Example scenario input to model – Step 1 

 At the second step comments are preprocessed. Here, data is being cleansed. Stop words 

are removed and punctuations are eliminated as shown in Figure 25. The modules in color show 

where we are focusing currently or in other words are the active modules or tasks. The modules 

in color gray represents the executed tasks. 
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Figure 25. Example scenario input to model – Step 2 

 After the preprocessing, comments are passed to LDA, where topic probability 

distributions are generated a shown in the Figure 26.  

 
Figure 26. Example scenario input to model – Step 3 

 After this, topic distribution, temporal data e.g., the published time of the comments are 

passed to LSTM module as shown in the Figure 27. 
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Figure 27. Example scenario input to model – Step 4 

LSTM then generates the topic class for each comment as shown in the Figure 28. 

 
Figure 28. Example scenario input to model – Step 5 
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Now these topic labels against each comment are stored as ground truth data as shown in 
the Figure 29.  

 
Figure 29. Example scenario input to model – Step 6 

After training the model accuracy is estimated as shown in the Figure 30. 

 
Figure 30. Example scenario input to model – Step 7 
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Now the overall classification is performed based on percentage of comments falling into each 

category. 

 
Figure 31. Example scenario input to model – Step 8 

At last step, the final project is recommended based on the credibility estimations and 

optimizations.  

 
Figure 32. Example scenario input to model – Step 9 
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Chapter 5: Experiments and 
Performance Analysis 

In this chapter, all sections are dedicated and composed of a detailed discussion of the 

performed experiments and their corresponding results. For the sake of simplicity, this section is 

divided into four subsections. In this section we briefly cover all the results and their investigation. 

5.1 Optimized Recommendations and Prediction Accuracies 

This section presents the primary topic class prediction accuracy of our model as compared 

with other algorithms referred as simple neural network (NN), and an integrated NN-LDA model. 

Here we have evaluated the total prediction accuracy of the overall system. 

Figure 33. Prediction accuracy of topic classes vs. number of epochs 
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5.2 Prediction Accuracy of Topic Classes 

In Figure 34, the prediction accuracy of different algorithms is shown. The proposed LSTM-

LDA model is compared with basic NN, and with an LDA based NN model. The results depict 

that LSTM-LDA is performing better with 96% of prediction accuracy as compared with NN that 

has approximately 92% of prediction accuracy and NN-LDA that has about 95% of prediction 

accuracy. However, the performance results of NN-LDA and LSTM-LDA are quite close to each 

other, the patterns of LSTM-LDA are more stable as compared with NN-LDA. 

5.3 Prediction Accuracy of Topic Classes for Variable Number 

of Topics 

In this section, we performed an experiment to figure out the optimal number of topics that 

are well representative of the complete data by experimenting with different number of topics for 

LDA.  

Figure 34. Topic classes and their respective prediction accuracy for variable no. of topics 
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The number of topics were varied between 5 to 20. With the number of topics changing, the 

accuracy of prediction also changes as shown in Figure 33. The experiment is performed for all 

the baseline algorithms under same conditions. The optimal number of topics for all the algorithms 

lies between the range [10-15]. The maximum prediction accuracy for each algorithm is achieved 

when the number of topics becomes 12.  

5.4 Discussion Trends in Suspicious Campaigns 

In this section, we performed the experiments to extract the communication trends in 

crowdfunding comments. For this particular experimentation we chose the category of suspicious 

campaigns as these campaigns are most likely to have low or extremely low credibility level. 

To take a look at the tendencies through the years, we chose distinctive stages of a marketing 

campaign. The complete lifetime of a campaign is divided into four stages. The first stage is the 

funding period phase of the project that is usually 40-65 days long. The second stage is after 

funding period the time between the day funding phase expires and the day of expected delivery. 

The third stage is one-month period after the expected delivery. The last stage refers to the time 

after one or more than one year of the expected delivery phase.  

Figure 34 shows that the excitement level of investors is quite high during 1st stage of the 

project. They are found to publish good and happy stuff that reveals the emotional level that they 

currently possess. The level of excitement and happiness seems to drop after the funding period. 

It decreases from 45% to 27%. The trend and behavior can be explained as after the funding period 

project enters into implementation phase and the project creators reduce their communication and 

involvement level with the backers. This communication can be any of any form such as a 

comment or a regular update from the creator’s side. Hence, it starts developing emotions other 

than excitement as well in the investors.  
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This excitement might turn into emotions of anger, frustration or disappointment if the 

delivery date of the project has passed and it still did not get delivered to the investors. On top of 

this the creator is not communicating properly. Therefore, the comments during this phase mostly 

are related to refund requests, or rewards claims or include anger emotions.  

Figure 35. Analysis of Topic classes with time in suspicious campaigns 
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5.5 Analysis of Recommendation Results 

To examine the results of our recommendation module, we first selected some ground truth 

data. We chose 40 projects, 15 non-scams, 10 suspended projects, 8 canceled projects, and 7 

successfully funded projects.  

Figure 36. Percentage accuracy of recommended results on ground truth data 

These projects data set represents all possible use case scenario, and we can evaluate how well 

our recommendation system perform on each type of project.  

In Figure 37, we have evaluated the computed authenticity levels for the suspended projects. 

It is clear that the authenticity level for many of the suspended projects is falling in the range [0-

0.3] which is true because these projects are being suspended for some suspicious activities.  
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Figure 37. Percentage accuracy of authenticity level of suspended projects 

 

Figure 38. Percentage accuracy of authenticity level of canceled projects 
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In Figure 38, we have evaluated the computed authenticity levels for the canceled projects. It 

is clear that the authenticity level for many of the suspended projects is falling in the range [0.3-

0.6] which means that these projects can be considered for the investments but keeping the risk 

factor in mind. These projects are canceled due to multiple reasons such as lack of funding, budget 

issues, development phases etc.  

Figure 39. Percentage accuracy of authenticity level of successfully-funded projects 

Figure 39 presents the recommendation results accuracy on the successfully funded yet scam 

projects. The results show that in most cases the authenticity level range is between 0 to 0.4. It 

shows that though these projects got successfully funded but people are not happy with the 
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development progress and many elements when combined together happen to increase the risk 

involved.  

Figure 40. Percentage accuracy of authenticity level of non-scam projects 

Figure 40, shows an interesting trend. It presents the authenticity level estimation accuracy for 

non-scam projects. The trend shows that for non-scam projects, it is less likely for a project to 

have factors which can result into lower levels of authenticity range. Mostly projects are falling in 

the range of 0.4 to 0.9. showing that comments are falling in the gray range which usually is for 

less risky projects.  

Following Table 18 presents the decision boundaries and ranges used by the recommendation 

module. 
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Table 18: Parameter settings for the optimization algorithm 

Decision Credibility Level of a Project 
Example Topic 

Classes 

Range of 

Authenticity 

(Score) 

Highly 
undesired 

 
Extremely Low 

Topic_3, 

Topic_4, 

Topic_5 

[> 0 < =0.3] 

Not desired Low 
 

Topic_0, 

Topic_1, 

Topic_2, 

Topic_6 

[> 0.3 < =0.6] 

Can be 

considered 
Normal Topic_8 [> 0.6 < =0.7] 

Desired 
High 

Topic_7, 

Topic_11 
[> 0.8 <= 0.9] 

Highly 

Desired 
Extremely High 

Topic_9, 

Topic_10 
[>0.9 - <= 1.0] 

 

To check the testing error of the proposed model, different learning rates are used i.e., 0.1, 

0.01 and 0.001 referred as LR_0.1, LR_0.01, and LR_0.001 in Figure 41. The method used to 

calculate the testing error is Root Mean Square Error (RSME). It can be observed that the testing 

errors start to get decreased if the learning rate gets smaller. For example, for LR_0.001, the error 
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becomes less than 0.2. It represents that with a smaller value of learning rate, the performance of 

the system gets better.  

Figure 41. Testing error against different learning rates 
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Chapter 6: Conclusions  

In this this, we have proposed an optimized recommendation mechanism to recommend a 

most reliable item to the user. The proposed system uses textual and non-textual data. This system 

is developed to help the users in selecting reliable and trustworthy options in their preferred 

categories. The proposed system is built on a hybrid model of RNN-LSTM and topic modeling 

that joins the benefits of both (1) LSTMs that captures time dependencies for class and topic 

prediction, and (2) topic modeling that extracts topics that well summarize the content. A case 

study on crowdfunding is performed to analyze and test the proposed system’s behavior. We have 

also embedded an optimized recommendation strategy based on a project’s credibility.  

Our results have complemented the existing studies in showing that the hybrid methods 

perform well and better in topic identification. This joint model of LSTM-LDA, that utilizes words 

and topic embeddings along with the temporal data achieves 96% of accuracy in accurately 

predicting the topic categories. The topics classes discovered were also evaluated in the context 

of helping investors identify the suspicious campaigns. The prediction quality can be improved if 

we discover different configurations of comments with respect to the timeline of a project. We 

experimented this by dividing the comments into five various batches of comments, each batch 

belongs to one specific timeline and consists of around 50 to 70 comments. We have not 

considered projects that have less than 50 comments to maintain the quality of the results. 

In Table 19, the results for this experiment are summarized. It can be observed that the 

classification results are getting accurate towards the batches that have most recent comments. For 

example, Comments_batch 5 has the highest accuracy of having most definitive topic classes 

towards scam or non-scams as it has the newest comments so far. If we elaborate it more, we can 
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state that there are less chances that in the latest comments people are talking about multiple topics, 

they most probably are sharing the same thoughts.  

Table 19: Classification accuracy of projects based on different batch sizes of comments  

No. Time Period Classification Accuracy 

Comments_Batch 1 
Comments after the campaign 

launched till the fundraising 

period 

20%  

Comments_Batch 2 Comments after the funding 

phase 
55% 

Comments_Batch 3 Comments before the 

expected delivery date 
67%  

Comments_Batch 4 Comments after the expected 

delivery date 
83% 

Comments_Batch 5 
Top 60 new comments 88% 

 

The data available on internet is advantageous for many applications and organizations. 

However, the appropriate and effective usage and analysis becomes a hefty challenge primarily 

for the recommendation systems. As recommendation systems need continuous and timely 

upgradation with respect to user preferences, a continuous struggle is needed to improve the 

system. User-generated content has been quite popular in recent era as many researchers have used 
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content such as blogs, comments and reviews, for their experiments in different domain-specific 

applications. Nevertheless, similar type of content in crowdfunding is often paid no attention. For 

example, the comments of backers still need attention and in-depth analysis. The risks and 

challenges of suspicious or fraudulent actions on such forums can be reduced by paying more 

attention towards apt and timely analysis of the content produced by the participants. 

In summary, there are many developed applications for recommendation systems in 

different fields. Our proposed approach is a novel approach to recommend a credible item to best 

of our knowledge. Moreover, none of the works have focused on crowdfunding comments to find 

discussion trends and their impact towards project credibility. Hence, in crowdfunding, this 

approach can be used to recommend safe or secure projects to investors. 

The objective of this study is to overcome the limitations of topic models and deep 

learning and get the most out of both approaches. The main objectives include: 

3) Finding ways to preserve the contextual dependencies as traditional topic models are 

based on bag-of words approach, so there is high probability to miss the contextual 

and temporal dependencies. 

4) Recommendation tools are in use since a long time now, finding credibility of the 

recommended product or location is a potential target of this research. 

We summarize the contributions of this thesis as follows: (1) a basic and hybrid method is 

proposed for reliable and trustworthy recommendations.  This method is using dynamic user 

preferences and word embeddings that is capable of modeling user preferences and words 

representations in a joint and dynamic manner. In the context of document streams this modeling 

is done in the same semantic space. This enables the effective measurement of the semantic 

similarity between the user’s preferences and the words. (2) The proposed algorithm is to deduce 

the dynamic embeddings of both documents and words. Our optimization module works based on 
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an objective function. We propose a credibility measurement approach for secure recommendation 

(4) The effectiveness of the various embeddings-based model is verified along with the 

optimization algorithm and the objective function, on crowdfunding projects and tourism blogs. 

We compared our proposed model with baseline algorithms as NN-LDA, NN, and SVM-LDA etc. 

The results show that our proposed method outperforms similar state-of-the-art methods 

significantly. 
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